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iThesis summary
Self-organising maps can recreate many of the essential features of the known functional organ-
isation of primary cortical areas in the mammalian brain. According to such models, cortical
maps represent the spatial-temporal structure of sensory and/or motor input patterns registered
during the early development of an animal, and this structure is determined by interactions be-
tween the neural control architecture, the body morphology, and the environmental context in
which the animal develops. We present a minimal model of pseudo-physical interactions be-
tween an animat body and its environment, which includes each of these elements, and show
how cortical map self-organisation is affected by manipulations to each element in turn. We
find that maps robustly self-organise to reveal a homuncular organisation, where nearby body
parts tend to be represented by adjacent neurons, but suggest that a homunculus caricature of
these maps masks the true organisation as one that remaps from sensory coordinates into ‘ac-
tion spaces’ for controlling movements of the body to obtain environmental reward. The results
motivate a reappraisal of the classic motor cortex homunculus, and demonstrate the utility of
an animat modelling approach for investigating the essential constraints that affect cortical map
self-organisation.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Chapter summary
The primate primary motor cortex has traditionally been considered in terms of the
motor homunculus; a functional organisation of responses in different parts of the parietal
cortex such that stimulation of adjacent neurons elicits activity in adjacent muscle groups.
However, a more recent theory proposes that the functional organisation is better under-
stood as a reflection of ‘action space’; the statistical structure of patterns to the sensory-
motor system, where similar body movement primitives incidentally involve adjacent body
parts. Models of the emergence of cortical action space maps have looked at the statistical
structure of an animals’ movement patterns, and have been able to reproduce aspects of
the action space on simulated cortical sheets, which can account for aspects of the motor
homunculus as a natural by-product. Modelling cortical development using self-organising
maps to a) discover the statistical structure behind the space from which primate motor pat-
terns are drawn, and b) establish predictions about the potential mapping from action space
to the two dimensions of the cortical sheet, has led to several novel predictions about motor
cortical organisation. An important implication of these results is that whilst the structure
of the action space may be relevant to the function of the primary motor cortex areas, the
motor homunculus itself need not be. In this chapter we review the evidence motivating
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a view of the motor cortex functional organisation as representing a map of action space
versus a map of the homunculus body plan. The review suggests that aspects of the brain
architecture, the body morphology, and the sensory environment, may contribute to differ-
ent degrees to establishing the functional organisation of motor cortex. We conclude by
proposing a programme of modelling that could help tease these two ideas apart, in which
the relative contribution of the brain architecture, the body morphology, and the sensory
environment, can be systematically investigated.
1.1 The classic homunculus
Penfield and Boldrey (1937) made electrophysiological recordings from (what later became
known as) the somatosensory and motor cortices of human patients undergoing surgery. They
found that responses to tactile stimulation varied depending on the location of the stimulus
on the body, and on the location of the electrode in the cortical tissue. In the somatosensory
areas, responses were functionally organised so that stimulation of adjacent regions of the body
evoked selective responses in adjacent regions of the tissue. Likewise, stimulation of adjacent
regions of the motor cortex evoked twitches of the muscles in adjacent groups on the body.
These observations led to the now classic image of the homunculus maps of the body, laid out
on the cortical surface in topological register with the body (see Figure 1.1). Later visualisations
of the somatosensory and motor homunculi, which reflected the location and amount of cortical
territory dedicated to processing information about each body part, portray an image of the
“little man” with areas like that representing the hands and face exaggerated. These images have
captured the imagination of neuroscientists for generations since. However, despite a wealth of
data obtained that describe the organisation of homunculus maps in almost every mammalian
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species tested, relatively little is currently understood about the functional implications (or not)
of having maps in the brain.
Since the classic somatosensory and motor homunculus maps were first described, various other
cortical maps have been established. For example, in the primary visual cortices, similar map-
like organisations describing neuronal selectivity for the location at which visual stimuli appear
on the retina have been determined (Hubel and Wiesel, 1962). Embedded within these large-
scale maps of the physical layout of the sensory surfaces (e.g., the skin, retinae, cochleae),
finer-scale maps appear to reflect a more abstract structure that relates specific features of those
stimuli to one-another. For example, embedded within the retinotopic maps in the primate
primary visual cortices, organisation of responses appear uniformly and vary smoothly across
the cortex with respect to the orientation of elongated bars of light (and dark) presented to the
retina: similar orientations evoke specific responses in adjacent regions of the cortex (Swindale,
1998). The pinwheel-dense spatial patterning of orientation maps measured in primate V1 have
been described mathematically as representing an optimal trade-off between map continuity,
i.e., adjacent features are represented next to each other, and map coverage, i.e., all features of
one map are represented within the space occupied by a given feature of another map (see also
Swindale et al., 2000), although this description has been very difficult to test directly. However,
as discussed by Purves et al. (1992), it is unclear whether spatial patterning in the anatomical
organisation of the cortex performs any useful function, or whether such patterns are merely
epiphenomena of self-organising developmental algorithms selected for their efficiency in some
non-computational regard.
4 Introduction
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Figure 1.1. Penfield homunculus (Penfield and Rasmussen, 1950). Left: The sensory ho-
munculus, which is a map of somatosensory areas in the brain. Right: The classical motor
homunculus of the human brain. The regions of the motor cortex correspond to specific body
parts. In this theory, adjacent neurons respond to adjacent parts of the body.
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1.2 Activity-dependent self-organisation
The dominant theory that explains how these maps arise is known as activity-driven self-
organisation (e.g., see Miikkulainen et al., 2005). According to this theory, and variants of it,
maps emerge due to a combination of Hebbian ‘cells that fire together wire together’ learning
(Hebb, 1949) and local interactions between nearby neurons. Nearby cells form representations
of similar features due to unsupervised learning processes that are strongest between adjacent
cells due to recurrent interactions between them. This idea is perhaps best understood with
reference to computational neuroscience models of the developmental process. The most influ-
ential and widely used of these models is the self-organising map algorithm (SOM) developed
by Kohonen (1982, 1984); Kohonen and Honkela (2007). The crucial steps of the SOM algo-
rithm, described here in terms relevant to the emergence of body maps, are as follows.
A set of cortical neurons arranged in a two-dimensional grid that corresponds to the cortical
sheet, are each associated with a series of synaptic weights that connect them to a similar sheet
of input units representing the sensory surface. In such a network, the value of activation of one
input unit might be used to represent the intensity of tactile stimulation at a particular body part
such as the hand, and activity at another unit might represent the stimulation of a different body
part such as the arm. Prior to learning, i.e., prior to simulation of a developmental process in
which the cortical neurons interact laterally and apply Hebb’s learning rule, the strength of the
synaptic weights from the various input units to each cortical neuron is a random value (cor-
responding to an absence of functional organisation prior to learning). Simulated development
then proceeds by i) setting the activation of the input units so as to reflect a typical combination
of body part co-activations that might occur when the body makes contact with an object, ii)
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computing the responses of all cortical neurons to the input pattern, as the sum over the input
unit activations multiplied by the corresponding synaptic weight between them, iii) locating the
cortical neuron that responds maximally to the input pattern, iv) modifying the synaptic weights
to the maximally active neuron and those nearby on the cortical sheet by a Hebbian learning
rule (which shifts the vector of synaptic weight values towards the vector of input unit activa-
tions), and then v) iteratively repeating the learning process for many example input patterns,
generated under the assumption that objects contact multiple neighbouring input units together
at random locations on the input sheet (e.g., nearby body parts at random location on the body).
1.3 Self-organising homunculi
If the activation of nearby input units on the input sheet is constructed in such a way that nearby
input units tend to be correlated, e.g., the ‘arm unit’ is more likely to be activated at the same
time as the adjacent ‘hand unit’ than the distal ‘foot unit’, Kohonen’s SOM algorithm will
lead to nearby cortical neurons developing preferential responses to inputs from the arm and
the hand, and likewise to the strongest responses to the arm and the foot emerging in more
distant cortical neurons. The net result of this iterative learning process is an organisation of
preferential responses amongst the cortical neurons that reflects the topological organisation of
the body parts with respect to each other. Hand and arm representations become co-localised
in the cortex, as do arm and shoulder, as do shoulder and neck etc., so as to form a continuous
‘body map’.
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Farah (1998) proposed that such mechanisms might explain several distinctive known features
of homunculus maps. Whilst primate homunculus maps tend to be continuously organised with
hand representations next to arm representations next to shoulder representation etc., they are
known also to contain specific discontinuities. For example, maps are discontinuous at the
junction between the representation of the hands and the face, which are co-localised in classic
images of the somatosensory homunculus despite being distant on the body. Farah proposed that
the hands and face representations might be co-localised in somatosensory maps because, as the
developing foetus is tucked up in the womb in the foetal position during prenatal development,
its hands and face are often touching, and therefore tactile activation of these distal body parts
will be highly correlated in time, to the extent that a SOM-like developmental process could lead
to those distal body parts becoming represented by adjacent neurons, as any other cosistently
co-active pair of body part would be.
Farah’s hypothesis was tested by Stafford and Wilson (2007), who varied the degree of corre-
lation in the activity between distal input units on the input sheet labelled as the ‘hands’ and
‘face’ units. They found that the more highly correlated these units were during training of
a Kohonen SOM model, the more likely the two distal input units were to be represented by
nearby cortical units as the (developmental) learning process unfolded. This model, and re-
lated models representing similar assumptions about how the correlational structure of sensory
input is presented to the developing cortex, offers a proof of principle validation of the more
general hypothesis that cortical maps are established through activity-dependent self-organising
processes. Models making similar assumptions have been successful in explaining almost all
known features of somatosensory and visual cortex maps, as well as many of the properties of
maps in auditory cortices. Work by Urashima has recently extended this approach to explain
aspects of the map organisation in primate vestibular cortical areas (Urashima, 2013). Further-
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more, in a series of experiments on primate somatosensory cortex, Merzenich and Kaas (1982)
found a dramatic functional reorganisation of the receptive field properties of SI neurons, and
dramatic reshaping of the overall somatotopic map representations of intact fingers following
finger amputation. This provides evidence for a model in which cortical territory assigned to
spared digits invades those no longer receiving input from the missing digits, consistent with
simulations of somatotopic reorganisation by self-organisation developed by Ritter et al. (1992).
The evidence from such models suggests that the cortex is originally a blank slate, onto which
area-specific organisation is assigned by developmental experience.
Strong support for this view is provided by classic experiments in which input to the develop-
ing neocortex is redirected; Sur et al. (1999) and Sharma et al. (2000) showed that re-routing
subcortical input from the eyes to putative auditory cortex can lead to the emergence of visual
map representations (orientation preference maps) in the new target cortex. Similar, albeit cir-
cumstantial, evidence from a model of somatosensory map self-organisation by Wilson et al.
(2010) showed that the same mechanisms used to model visual orientation map organisation
can lead to the emergence of organisations for similar features of somatosensory stimuli when
inputs to those mechanisms are constructed to represent associations between tactile stimuli
typically experienced during tactile development. Together these studies suggest that activity-
driven self-organisation is a general-purpose, modality-independent mechanism for establishing
map organisation throughout the developing neocortex.
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1.4 Body maps versus action maps
Several fundamental questions about maps remain unanswered. Perhaps the most important of
these is the question of whether the organisation of cortical maps holds any significance for the
nature of the computations that are performed in a given cortical region. A recent review article
suggests that whilst variations on the underlying principles of self-organisation can explain the
emergence of a variety of map organisation, this is not sufficient to explain the potential benefit
to the brain to organising its responses in terms of topological maps (Wilson and Bednar, 2014).
These authors claim that whilst map continuity seems to be an intuitively useful aspect of cor-
tical organisation, we are currently lacking a good theory for how map continuity aids cortical
computation. Wilson and Bednar explain that despite the intuitive idea that continuous maps
minimize structural and metabolic costs associated with connecting representations of similar
stimuli over larger distances, current theories such as the influential wiring optimization hypoth-
esis of Koulakov and Chklovskii (2001) do not satisfactorily explain why evolution should have
been constrained to represent similar features together. This argument is subtle but important; if
we assume that distances between representations of similar features (e.g., similar body parts)
should be short, then self-organised cortical maps can be shown to minimize the costs of having
long wires, but this does not explain why the distances between the representation of similar
features should necessarily need to be short in the first place.
A further challenge to the idea that homunculi represent the statistical structure of developmen-
tal input patterns was presented by Parpia (2011), who argued that whilst the assumptions of
SOMmodels can explain the topological structure of cortical maps (such that similar stimuli are
represented by adjacent neurons), the consistent ordering of homunculi within a species, e.g.,
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with the hands and face represented at the dorsal region of the primary somatosensory cortex,
cannot be explained by activity-driven self-organisation alone. Simply put, SOMs can explain
why the hands and face are next to each other, but they cannot explain why the face should
always be represented at the top. Parpia (2011) proposes that topological discontinuities in the
organisation of homunculus maps are better explained in terms of a divergence of cortical input
stemming from the thalamus or brainstem. He suggests that discontinuities between the hands
and face at the cortical level mirror a segregation of peripheral inputs from these areas of the
body well before they reach the cortex, and thus Parpia would accept only a relatively minor
influence of self-organising processes in maintaining cortical organisations once they have been
established by earlier (presumably genetic) influences on brain development.
Debate about the origin and functional significance of cortical maps motivate us to rethink the
implicit assumption underpinning much of the neuroscientific study of maps conducted since
Penfield and Boldrey (1937) first discovered the cortical homunculi; the assumption that maps
are fundamental units of neural computation. Knudsen popularised the term ‘computational
map’ over 30 years ago (Knudsen et al., 1987), but even in these early theoretical arguments
there was a hint that a good theory of precisely what computations are aided by map organisation
is beyond our understanding - the only concrete example of a computation aided by a map
organisation that Knudsen could provide relied on the use of signalling delays between neurons
in the map to extract temporal information about stimulus movements, which is a proposal that
remains controversial (see Wilson et al., 2011; Wilson and Bednar, 2014).
A relatively recent theory proposed by Graziano and colleagues (see Graziano, 2009 for an
overview) further challenges the intuition that cortical homunculi represent the layout of tactile
and motor units on the body per se. This work has shown that a correlational structure suffi-
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cient to lead to the emergence of homunculus maps by activity dependent self-organisation, is
present in the organisation of a fundamentally different topological structure, that he attributes
instead to ‘action spaces’. That is, the structure that drives map organisation in the motor cortex
relates not to the position of body parts in co-ordinates of the body, but rather to a space in
which limbs can be positioned to carry out actions and obtain reward from the environment.
The idea is that what we refer to as the primary motor cortex contains homunculus maps, not
because the cortex is primed to represent adjacent body parts in adjacent cortical regions, but
instead because motor repertoires that lead to similar action outcomes incidentally involve sim-
ilar body parts being moved together. For example, if reaching movements of the arms and
grasping movements of the hands tend to result in similar outcomes (i.e., manipulation of an
object at a particular external location), such that outcomes associated with both movements
are correlated, then the hands and arms will become associated in the cortex by virtue of the
movements being correlated. The implication of Graziano’s thesis again suggests a subtle but
important departure from the classic interpretation of cortical homunculi as maps of the body -
homunculi are perhaps more accurately described as action maps than body maps.
1.5 Motivation behind the thesis
An important lesson from considerations of the works by Koulakov and Chklovskii (2001),
Knudsen et al. (1987), Stafford and Wilson (2007), and Graziano (2009), is that whilst activity-
dependent self-organisation can explain many of the defining features of cortical maps, a com-
plete understanding of the functional significance of map organisation must be formulated in
the context of that organisation being of some use to the animal. To this end, an important first
12 Introduction
Figure 1.2. Motor homunculus representing action space (Graziano, 2009). The black
regions in the figure correspond to specific action groups, which are triggered by electrical
stimulation to the motor cortex. Similar actions like climbing and leaping are evoked by a
stimulation to nearby neurons.
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step is to establish a program of computational modelling that extends the traditional approach
to simulating map self-organisation via Kohonen’s SOM algorithm, to allow us to study how
maps can self-organise in the context of environmental reward. Understanding how maps can
be useful requires that we study their emergence as an animal (or simulated agent) is learning
to achieve some action outcome, i.e., as it is learning to obtain reward. This should help us to
tease apart the subtle distinctions between body maps and action maps, and to start to formulate
testable predictions about the functional importance (or otherwise) of topological maps. The
work reported in this thesis represents initial steps towards this goal.
1.6 Organisation of the thesis
In chapter 2 we develop an ‘animat model’ of the interactions between the brain, body, and
world in the context of environmental reward, showing how an animated body can be used to
disentangle the sources of correlational structure that lead to body maps versus action maps.
In chapter 3 we consider the animat model within a broader modelling framework, and explain
how this framework can be extended to investigate the emergence of cortical maps for full action
spaces. In chapter 4 we discuss the results of the animat model in terms of body maps versus
action maps.
Chapter 2
Cortical self-organisation as an interaction
of brain, body, and world
2.1 Introduction
Input driven self-organisation represents the dominant theory for how cortical maps emerge in
the mammalian neocortex. According to this theory, three main ingredients are required for
topological maps to emerge; Hebbian learning between neurons that are active together in time,
local interactions between neurons that are located together in space, and spatial-temporal con-
tingency in the typical patterns of sensory input experienced during development. Accordingly,
cortical maps reflect (and may be used to represent) spatial-temporal structure in the world. In
addition, for a given organism, three major factors determine the spatial-temporal structure in
the sensory world; the morphology of the sensory receptor surfaces and their layout on the body
of the organism, the physical environment in which the organism moves and the distribution of
rewarding and aversive stimuli within that environment, and the control strategy used by the
organism to move the body with respect to its environment. Most of the ideas behind self-
organising maps have been developed with respect to representations of sensory features such
14
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as visual edges, tactile stimulation, or auditory tones, as more biological data are available to
constrain these models. Some important models have also been developed for mapping sensory
inputs to appropriate motor outputs (see in particular Ritter et al., 1992, and also Hoffmann
et al., 2010), and we are likewise concerned with modelling the full sensorimotor interaction.
The realisation that sensorimotor experience is an interaction between the brain, the body, and
the environment has led some to rethink what the apparent organisation of topological maps
in the cortex might truly represent. Graziano and colleagues propose that maps measured in
the primate primary motor cortex are organised not in terms of the classic motor homunculus,
wherein adjacent neurons correspond with adjacent muscle groups on the body, but rather as
a reflection of the structure of ‘action spaces’, where similar actions incidentally involve the
coordination of neighbouring muscle groups (see Graziano, 2009, for an overview). A self-
organising network model, when trained on patterns that represent typical primate motor reper-
toires, converged on a functional organisation of motor cortex in terms of the ‘action space’ in
which those movement patterns are correlated, whilst also being able to account for somatotopic
homunculus maps typically used to characterize motor cortical areas, as a by-product of the net-
work mapping the high-dimensional action space onto the two dimensions of the cortical sheet
(Aflalo, 2006; Graziano and Aflalo, 2007). For example, according to this view the muscles
of the arms and shoulders that are involved in reaching for and grasping objects are adjacent
in motor cortex maps, not because those muscle groups are next to each other on the body per
se, but because the control of reaching and grasping requires the coordination of overlapping
muscle groups.
To explore this idea further we have been developing a novel computational model and sim-
ulation platform, in which the movements of simple animat organisms are governed by the
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distribution of reward in a physical environment, and in which pseudo-physical interactions
between the body and the world drive self-organising map models of cortical development.
In this chapter we report the development of a model via two stages, following a similar devel-
opment of the model by Ritter et al. (1992). First, we present a supervised learning network,
which allows us to state clearly and explicitly what the goal of the animat is (i.e., to orient to-
wards a heat source) and to see how this explicit statement of the goal should, in principle, be
reflected in the functional organisation of the network. As well as being a crucial step in model
development, this should help reveal how features of the more complicated mappings we expect
to emerge through unsupervised learning should be organised. The goal of this modelling effort
is to develop an unsupervised algorithm for investigating how interactions between the brain,
body, and world shape cortical maps, and to use this model to test how the structure of these
maps is influenced by modification to each. We conducted a series of experiments with this
model to determine the relative contribution of the body morphology, the distribution of reward
in a physical environment, and the neural architecture used to control the movement of the ani-
mat body with respect to its environment, to resulting cortical map organisation. Our modelling
results demonstrate that homuncular organisation tends to emerge naturally from the interac-
tion between these processes, but that the true organisation reflects a projection from the body
surface to an environmentally adaptive space for coordinating motor commands. Our results
thus serve as an existence-proof for the plausibility of the hypothesis that homuncular organi-
sation in motor cortex masks the true functional organisation, which may be better understood
as a reflection of a remapping from the body topology to an ‘action space’ of environmentally
appropriate commands for controlling movements of the body.
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2.2 Methods
2.2.1 A self-organising animat model of brain, body, and world
We present a minimal animat model for investigating how interactions between the neural con-
trol architecture, the body morphology, and the distribution of reward in the sensory environ-
ment affect cortical map self-organisation. The model comprises i) a pseudo-physical simula-
tion for moving a simple animat body in its environment, used to generate patterns of thermo-
tactile input for driving simulated cortical development, ii) a simple control architecture for
controlling movements of the body to maximise reward, i.e., to move the body towards a heat
source, and iii) a self-organising map model with a set of Hebbian-modifiable weighted connec-
tions to thermo-tactile sensors on the animat body, and a set of Hebbian-modifiable weighted
connections to units that control simple movements of the animat body to optimise thermo-
tactile reward.
2.2.2 Modelling pseudo-physical interactions via shape-matching
In order to generate input patterns to the self-organising map model we use the influential shape-
matching algorithm of Mu¨ller et al. (2005), which is used by animators to efficiently simulate
realistic-looking deformations of a body surface under gravitational and other environmental
forces. We implemented the cluster-based quadratic-deformation variant of the shape-matching
algorithm reported by Mu¨ller et al. (2005), which allows maximal deformation of the body
surface under the influences of gravity and within the constraints imposed by contact between
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the animat skin surface and planar surfaces that constitute its physical environment. The basic
version of our animat body is a simple point-cloud, arranged so as to form an open-ended
cylindrical ‘skin’ surface from a contiguous array of spherical thermotactile elements (taxels)
shown in Figure 2.2. Enclosed within the skin are three bone-like structures, which can be
rotated relative to each other in three-dimensions to form a rudimentary spinal cord. When
the bones are rotated, the shape-matching algorithm is used to reposition the taxels such that
in the absence of environmental constraints the skin would (by gradient descent) tend towards
the original undeformed point-cloud configuration. The result is an apparently realistic pseudo-
physical simulation of skin deformation that we can use to generate patterns of thermotactile
stimulation to drive cortical map self-organisation.
The point cloud is divided into two types of clusters: the spine and the skin. The spine cluster,
which includes the end-points of the bones, is animated to control the movements of the body.
The skin cluster is divided into multiple clusters, each comprising two adjacent rings of taxels,
which allows for greater flexibility in the deformation of the body. Bones are rotated as rigid
bodies (i.e., by choosing rigid parameters for the shape matching) and the skin is a more highly
deformable body (i.e., by cluster-based quadratic parameterisation of the shape-matching al-
gorithm). Figure 2.1 shows how the taxels on the skin surface are related to the bones of the
spine.
For full details of the shape-matching algorithm we refer the interested reader to Mu¨ller et al.
(2005), and we provide here an overview. In order to find the goal positions, from the initial
position of points in a pre-defined point cloud, x0, and the current position of the point cloud x,
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spine cluster
skin cluster 1
skin cluster 2
skin cluster n
Figure 2.1. Clusters constituting the animat body. There are two types of clusters: the spine
cluster and the skin clusters. Skin cluster has a two-ring shape corresponding to taxels, and
contains points of the spine cluster if they are inside the rings. While the skin clusters are
deformed based on the quadratic deformation algorithm, the spine cluster is deformed based on
the rigid deformation algorithm.
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the idea is to find the rotational matrixR which minimizes the following equation:
X
i
mi(R(x
0
i   t0) + t  xi)2 (2.1)
where x0i and xi, defined as 3D vectors, are ith points in the point clouds, x0 and x, respectively,
t0 and t are translation vectors, and mi is the mass of each point. Equation 2.1 minimises
discrepancy between the locations of the points in the point cloud and the original undeformed
point cloud by formal gradient descent algorithm. R can be solved by the equation,
R = A(
p
ATA) 1 (2.2)
A =
X
i
mi(xi   xcm)(x0i   x0cm)T (2.3)
where x0cm and xcm, defined as 3D vectors, are the centre of mass of initial position and current
position, respectively, and A is a matrix containing rotational part of R, which solved by polar
decomposition as shown in equation 2.2.
Then, goal positions are solved by
gi = R(x
0
i   x0cm) + xcm (2.4)
The next position of point cloud after time h, xi(t+ h), can be calculated as
xi(t+ h) = xi(t) + h
✓
vi(t) + ↵sm
gi(t)  xi(t)
h
+ h
fext(t)
mi
◆
(2.5)
where v(t) is the velocity of the point cloud at time t, fext is the external forces applied to the
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point cloud, e.g., gravity, and ↵sm expresses the stiffness of the animat body. Note that for our
implementation of the shape-matching algorithm for simualting the skin, we use a deformation
coefficient of 0.1, a rigidity constant of ↵sm = 0.7, and a simulation timestep of h = 0.01.
2.2.3 A simple thermotaxic controller
The first task is to get the animat to move according to a simple control strategy. To keep
the model simple, we seek to define a mapping from a one-dimensional ‘sensory space’ to a
one-dimensional ‘motor space’. Our sensory space is inherently n-dimensional, for n taxels on
the skin surface, and our three-bones by three-rotation-axes spinal cord yields a motor space
with several degrees of freedom. We can simplify matters somewhat by defining a thermotaxic
control strategy based on mapping the overall difference in temperature sensed on the left and
right halves of the body to a one-dimensional rate of ‘orienting’ behaviour. If we are able to
set the animat orienting behaviour with a single function, then we can expect such a mapping
to yield a rich, goal-directed, behaviour, mediated by the distribution of reward (heat) in the
animat environment (Braitenberg, 1984).
To this end, we must first define some constraints on how the bones of the animat are able to
rotate. We choose to rotate the peripheral bones with respect to the central bone by applying
sine-waves of equal amplitude and wavelength to the pitch x and yaw y axes of the left a and
right b (see Figure 2.3). Sine-waves take the form:
✓(t) = A sin(
t
M
⇡ + ⌧), (2.6)
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Figure 2.2. Pseudo physical simulation. The animat comprises a three-bone rigid spinal cord,
and a deformable skin of thermotactile sensors. The skin is deformed by the cluster-based
quadratic ‘shape matching’ algorithm of Mu¨ller et al. (2005). The sensors of the skin detect the
temperature of the floor with Gaussian distributed heat.
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where ✓ is the angle of the bone, ⌧ is the phase offset of the sine wave determining the ✓ value,
A = 13⇡ sets the amplitude and M = 64 timesteps sets the period of the sine wave. With
reference to the (arbitrarily chosen) x axis of bone a, the phase offset of the remaining three
sine-waves can then be used to define a three-dimensional motor control space, parameterised
by offset values ⌧ay 2 {0, 2⇡}, ⌧bx 2 {0, 2⇡}, and ⌧by 2 {0, 2⇡}.
Preliminary simulations of the animat movement revealed a strong tendency for the animat to
roll around the arena, rotating about its long axis, which made directing the animat very difficult.
To help stabilize the movement we effectively defined a vertical axis through the body by setting
the mass of the taxels depending on their height; mi(⇣) = 100n + 0.2 sin ⇣ , where ⇣ is the angle
of the taxel from the horizontal (note that the total mass is 100).
With the animat now stabilized we simulated its movements for combinations of ⌧ay, ⌧bx, and
⌧by that evenly tile the full motor control space, and we quantify for each combination the rate
and direction of turning of the animat (see Figure 2.4, and 2.5).
To measure the trajectory of the animat we plot its centre of gravity in the horizontal plane over
time. Noting the sensitivity of the centre of gravity to the periodicity inherent in our sine-wave
movement strategy, we proceed using an appropriately sub-sampled and low-pass filtered ver-
sion of the raw trajectory to compensate. We then compute a derivative of the animat trajectory.
The sign of the derivative gives us the clockwise/anti-clockwise turning direction, and the av-
erage absolute value of the derivative across a trial of 1000 timesteps gives an approximation
to the turning rate. We note that for the vast majority of parameter combinations the computed
second-derivative of the trajectory remained fairly constant throughout the trial, hence taking
the time-average of the first derivative provides a sensible estimate of the turning rate. Finally
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Figure 2.3. Pitch and yaw angles of the peripheral bones. The peripheral bones of the
animat’s spine can be angled by applying pitch rotation and yaw rotation. The pitch and yaw
angles for joint a are denoted as ✓ay and ✓ax, respectively. Similarly, ones for b are ✓by and ✓bx.
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τby
τay
Figure 2.4. Analysing animat trajectories. This table shows how the animat trajectory
changes when ⌧ay and ⌧by values change from 0 to 2⇡ each. The animat movement is cate-
gorised into 6 patterns: moving forward, turning clockwise and counter-clockwise, and back-
ward version of them. The blue and red coloured lines indicate actual trajectories and low-pass
filtered trajectories of animat, respectively.
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we define the ‘orienting’ behaviour of the animat by weighting the turning rate of its trajectory
with the sign of the turning direction, and we plot the orienting at each point in the parameter
space. We observed that the mapping from combinations of sine-wave phase offsets to orienting
behaviours is locally continuous.
A smooth mapping between sine-wave phase offsets and orienting responses makes it relatively
straightforward to define a continuous function curve in the motor control space that generates
smooth changes in orienting behaviour. By inspection, we chose for this a simple half-circle
curve defined on the plane ⌧bx = 0, which passes smoothly between the maximal observed
turning rates in the clockwise and anti-clockwise directions. The resulting function f( ) :   2
{ ⇡2 ,+⇡2}! (⌧bx, ⌧ay, ⌧by) that we use to control orienting returns values:
⌧bx = 0, (2.7)
⌧ay =
⇡p
2
cos( + ⇡/4) + ⇡,
⌧by =
⇡p
2
sin( + ⇡/4) + ⇡.
Accordingly, animat orienting is completely determined by  . By this one-dimensional scheme,
setting   = 0 yields forward motion of the animat, setting   =  ⇡/2 yields maximal clockwise
turning, and setting   = +⇡/2 yields maximal anti-clockwise turning.
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τbx
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τay
Figure 2.5. A one-dimensional mapping of a high-dimensional motor space. The 3D map
are divided by the angular velocity value of the animat movement. The green coloured surface
indicates the forward/backword movement of the animat. The enclosed areas by the red and
blue coloured surface mean the counter-clockwise and clockwise movement with more than
specific angular velocity, respectively. The 2D graph is mapped from the 3D one when ⌧bx
value is 0. The specified arc is chosen to control the animat movement.
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To define our simple thermotaxic controller, we simply set:
  = g( ) =
⇡
 P
i2L  i  
P
i2R  i
 
2
 P
i2L  i +
P
i2R  i
  (2.8)
where L and R are the set of left and right taxels, respectively. If temperature is evenly dis-
tributed across the two halves of the animat body it will maintain its course, but if temperature
is warmer on the left the animat will orient to the right, and vice versa, with the degree of
orienting varying monotonically with the absolute difference in temperature.
Each panel of Figure 2.6 shows the trajectory of the animat for given heat source location,
defined by a two-dimensional Gaussian profile of decreasing temperature from an arbitrarily
chosen point on the arena floor. The temperature at point p = {px, py}, relative to a heat source
at ph = {phx , phy} is given by Tp = e( ((phx px)2+(phy py)2)/1.4), where the decay parameter 1.4
is in units of the animat body length.
Confirming our intuition, the mapping results in a simple thermotaxic behaviour of the animat,
leading it to be attracted to the heat source, and resulting in a trajectory like that taken by a moth
as it spirals around a lightbulb.
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behaviour 1 behaviour 2 
behaviour 3 behaviour 4 
Figure 2.6. Trajectories of animat using a simple thermotaxic controller. In each figure,
the black dot designates the start point of animat, and the red circle indicates the heat centre.
Animat draws flower-like trajectory in every case.
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2.2.4 Learning under supervision
To simulate input-driven cortical map self-organisation, and thus to derive predictions about
how the form of cortical maps is affected by the movement of the animat relative to its en-
vironment, we adapt a model originally outlined by Ritter et al. (1992). This model itself is
an extension to Kohonen’s self-organising map model (Kohonen, 1982, 1984; Kohonen and
Honkela, 2007) to include an additional set of Hebbian-modifiable weighted ‘output’ connec-
tions from a cortical sheet to a small set of control units, and a mechanism for reward-based
learning.
The demonstration of the network learning used by Ritter et al. (1992) was an application to a
pole-balancing task, i.e., the network could learn to map deviations of a simulated pole from a
target vertical angle, to appropriate forces to be applied at the base to keep the pole vertically
balanced. The extension of this modelling approach that we develop for thermotaxic control of
the animat is conceptually similar, however we end up with a rather different formulation of the
model.
The objective for our network will be to discover an appropriate mapping between body surface
temperatures and appropriate motor commands   that can generate the thermotaxic behaviour
that in the previous section was hard-coded into the animat. We can get an idea of how the
unsupervised network should configure itself to achieve such a mapping by training the weights
of the network first using supervised learning. Detailing this process of supervised learning
allows us here to introduce the basic architecture of the network that will later be built upon for
unsupervised learning.
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Figure 2.7. A self-organsing animat model. We started from hard-coded thermotaxis, expand
it to supervised learning (left), then to unsupervised learning (right) based on heat reward. The
model consists of a cylindrical animat body in its environment in the context of heat reward,
a self-organising map in hexagonal shape connected from thermotactile sensors on the animat
body, and a control architecture driving the animat body based on the output from the map.
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Our animat cortex comprises 3169 neurons arranged on a regular hexagonal lattice, such that
each neuron j has a coordinate x and y. Following the model of Ritter et al. (1992), each
neuron has two sets of weighted connections; one set of afferent weights that connect directly
to thermotactile sensors on the surface of the animat bodywin, and a set of output weightswout
from each cortical neuron.
On each timestep t, the response ⇢ of cortical neuron j is determined by the current weighted
activity of the taxels   on the animat body:
⇢j(t) =
X
i
wini i(t) (2.9)
According to the Kohonen self-organising map algorithm, the neuron with the maximum re-
sponse ⇢ is crowned the ‘winning’ neuron, and we denote its properties using e.g., xˆ, wˆin, wˆout
etc. Once the winning unit is identified, a ‘neighbourhood’ h is defined around it, with ele-
ments:
hj =
8><>: e
 dj/D, dj < !
0 else
(2.10)
where dj =
p
(xˆ  xj)2 + (yˆ   yj)2, D is a decay function, and ! is a cut off function. The
two functions are defined as D = 0.51+t/tmax , and ! = e 0.2t/tmax where tmax is the total time
of the simulation. As the simulation runs the network learns by Hebbian modification of the
weights in the neighbourhood, which encourages similar neurons to learn to represent similar
input/output patterns:
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 win = ✏↵h(  win),
 wout = ✏↵h(wˆout  wout), (2.11)
where ✏ is the learning rate, and we here set ↵ = 1 to be a placeholder in lieu of its later use
during unsupervised learning. In the unsupervised learning, the output weight of the winning
neuron will be used to specify the animat orienting behaviour   at each iteration. However, for
the supervised learning case, the value of   is chosen to be:
 (t) = (1  t
tmax
)g( ) +
t
tmax
wˆout. (2.12)
Hence at the beginning of the simulation the orienting of the animat is entirely determined
by our hard-coded thermotaxic controller, but over time control of orienting is subsumed by
the network weights. Essentially, this process gradually consolidates a look-up table that maps
from   to appropriate  , into the network weights (see Ritter et al., 1992), such that the network
weights eventually take full control of the animat.
For all animat simulations reported in this thesis, 250 learning trials, each consisting of 10, 000
simulation time-steps, were run. On each learning trial the animat was dropped onto the arena
floor from a height of around 1 body length, and at a random x, y location in the environment in
the range [ 0.8, 0.8] animat body lengths. Testing trials were always run with learning turned
off for duration of 200, 000 timesteps unless otherwise stated.
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The supervised learning process allows us to derive for our animat cortex a set of network
weights that represent thermotaxic control (see Figure 2.8). In these plots the sensory maps
show for each neuron the location on the body of the taxel to which that neuron has the largest
synaptic weight. For the sensory weights we show two plots, one where neurons are coloured
to show the radial location of the preferred taxel on the body, and the other using grey-scale
to show its position with respect to the long axis of the animat body. Motor map plots show
the value of the   (i.e., the motor output weight) of the neuron against a jet colourmap where
blue is low (i.e., if a blue neuron is the winning neuron the animat will turn clockwise), green
is zero (i.e., the animat will go forward), and red is positive (i.e., the animat will turn counter-
clockwise).
In these plots we are drawn to two important features. First, the representation of the body
surface, as revealed in a plot indicating the taxel on the animat body surface for which each
neuron develops the strongest synaptic weight win, is locally continuous, such that adjacent
neurons represent adjacent points on the animat skin. Thus, the network has learnt a homuncular
representation of the body. Second, the final output weights, which determine the orienting
behaviour of the animat, vary smoothly across the cortical sheet.
The final panel in Figure 2.8 shows the trajectory of a representative animat after supervised
learning, for an identical environment and animat starting position. The close correspondence
between the two trajectories reassures us that the final network weights have consolidated the
thermotaxic control strategy.
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Figure 2.8. Self-organised sensory and motor maps for thermotaxis via supervised learn-
ing. The colour in the sensory maps shows which taxel neurons prefer to in the position of polar
coordinate and length coordinate. The motor map shows the preference of   value; if colour is
red,   value is high, which means the animat turns anti-clockwise. If colour is blue, value is
low, which indicates the animat turns clockwise. In the case of supervised learning, the motor
map is relatively smooth. Behaviour shows a trajectory that animat took. Black dot is the start
point of the animat and red circle is the heat centre.
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2.2.5 Learning without supervision
The learning procedure outlined above gives us a means of establishing a cortical mapping
that translates patterns of sensory stimuli into appropriate actions based on our thermotaxic
control strategy, and thus it gives us an idea of the configuration of sensory input and motor
output weights that we should expect an unsupervised learning algorithm to learn were it to
discover to maximise heat reward. For the network to discover such a mapping without explicit
instruction, we first define a reward function, which for our thermotaxic animat is simply the
average temperature of its skin r = 1n
Pn
i=0  i, and then we adapt the network weights only for
positive changes in reward  r = r(t)  r(t  1):
↵ =
8><>: 1  r > 0 else (2.13)
Here  sets a dynamic threshold, maintained for each neuron, which is modified only for neu-
rons in the winning neighbourhood by:
  =  ( r   ), (2.14)
where   = 0.05 sets a constant for the dynamic threshold. The dynamic threshold essentially
tracks the contribution of the winning neuron to the value of the reward function, permitting only
weight changes that, relative to the recent history of that neuron, increase the reward. Again
following Ritter et al. (1992), the process is made stochastic by setting the orienting behaviour
of the animat   = wˆout +  ˆ⌘, where ⌘ is normally distributed noise, and a variance associated
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with each neuron in the winning neighbourhood is gradually reduced after every timestep using
to    = ✏h(t/tmax    ).
A full summary of the algorithm is reported in Figure 2.9.
2.3 Results
We concentrate now only on results from the unsupervised learning case. We refer to this
as the standard animat model, to distinguish it from three manipulations that we make to the
simulation. We first report observations about the cortical map organisations that emerge from
the network, and about the subsequent behaviour of the animat with respect to the goal. Then,
in three separate experiments we change the nature of the control task faced by the network and
examine the effect on map organisation and behaviour.
2.3.1 Emergent sensorimotor mapping
The standard animat model ends up developing a continuous map of the body in the afferent
weights, as shown in Figure 2.10. The plot shows the preferred taxel of each neuron (that to
which it develops the strongest synaptic weight). Notice that the sensory map is dominated
by the representation of a relatively small proportion of the circular axis. The reason why the
neurons corresponding to the small part of the body dominates these sensory maps is that the
body was weighted, i.e., the bottom is heavier, and the experiment in Figure 2.11 shows that
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1. initialisation
1.1. define point cloud (including skin and spine)
1.2. define mass of each point
1.3. divide points to clusters
1.4. define environment
1.5. define self-organising map
2. learning/testing trials
2.1. trial initialisation
2.1.1. reset the position of the point cloud
2.1.2. precompute centre of mass of clusters
2.1.3. update the position of heat centre
2.2. trial body
2.2.1. rotate peripheral bones of spine
2.2.2. update centre of mass of spine cluster
2.2.3. calculate external force (gravity)
2.2.4. detect/resolve collision with floor
2.2.5. calculate goal position of point cloud
2.2.6. move point cloud towards goal position
2.2.7. sense temperature from skin in contact with floor
2.2.8. locate winning neuron
2.2.9. calculate output based on the position of winning neuron (with/without noise)
2.2.10. update input and output weights
Figure 2.9. Detailed algorithm of the animat model. It consists of mainly two parts: initiali-
sation and trials. After the initialisation, multiple learning trials and testing trials are executed.
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the bias goes away when the weighting of the taxels is removed. Notice that the contours in the
plots of the sensory weights coloured independently for the radial and long axes of the animat
body are generally orthogonal, hence the network has learnt a smooth map of the layout of
the body. Discontinuities in the length plot tend to be related to the two ends of the animat.
Furthermore, the motor map showing the disrupted representation does not correspond to either
of the sensory maps, which indicates that the motor map does not represent the body layout like
Penfield’s motor homunculus in Figure 1.1.
2.3.2 Experiment 1
In the simulations reported thus far the mass of the taxels was unevenly distributed around the
cyclic axis of the animat, so as to effectively give it a vertical axis and hence give it a chance
to stay upright. In the first experiment we remove this constraint by assigning equal mass to
all taxels (in fact these were the very first experiments we ran before deciding to present the
stabilized animat as our basic model). The overall mass of the evenly and unevenly weighted
animats was held constant. When we run the simulation, we observe that the animat has a
tendency to roll around the arena (see Figure 2.11). Typical trajectories around the arena appear
far less well directed to the goal than in the standard model. In many cases the animat will
never reach the goal, and in situations where it does so it is unclear whether this occurs simply
by chance. Once the animat begins to move and rotate, the task may in fact be impossible
for the animat to achieve, simply because of the constraint that bones were only allowed to
rotate on one axis, and therefore corrections for the rolling by orienting around an orthogonal
axis were not possible. Analysis of the trajectory of the animat is therefore less interesting
to us than the cortical maps that emerge. Particularly clear in the colouring of the sensory
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Figure 2.10. Self-organised sensory and motor maps for optimising heat reward via unsu-
pervised learning. The colour in the sensory maps shows which taxel neurons prefer to in the
position of polar coordinate and length coordinate. The motor map show the preference of  
value. In the case of unsupervised learning, the motor map is completely disrupted. Behaviour
shows a trajectory that animat took. The animat was almost directly going to the heat source.
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connection weights by the cyclic index of the preferred taxel, is that a more complete sensory
homunculus map tends to emerge, now with taxels labelled by the full range of colours being
represented. The sensory map is again largely continuous with respect to both axes of the body,
and approximately even coverage of skin surface is apparent. This can be explained in terms of
the nature of the sensory inputs; by rolling around the arena, all taxels end up generating input,
and hence all have the opportunity to be candidates for Hebbian association with the winning
neuron. This manipulation makes it clear that what we might interpret as an improvement in
the continuity and coverage of the mapping of the body has little bearing on the success of the
animat in its task of obtaining heat reward.
2.3.3 Experiment 2
In experiment 1 we changed the nature of the physical interaction between the body and the
environment with respect to the cyclic axis of the animat, to explore the extent to which this
interaction may be reflected in biased distributions of feature preferences in the self-organised
maps. In this second experiment we instead investigated the extent to which the shape of the
body, i.e., the body morphology, affects the form of the emergent homunculus mapping, this
time along the longitudinal axis of the animat. Between conditions we systematically morphed
the shape of the body from a cylinder to a cone, whilst keeping all other parameters (distribution
of mass, number of taxels, relationship of taxels to bones etc.) constant as per the standard
model.
For successive rings of taxels indexed by i that comprise an animat body of unit length, the
radius of each is given by:
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Figure 2.11. Manipulating the body morphology. The animat is no longer bottom heavy,
which leads to it rolling around in the arena and generating a full sensory homunculus map.
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zi =
1  k + 2n⇡
Pi 1
j=0 rj
2k + n⇡
p
(2k)2 + 1
,
where n is the number of taxels in each ring and k > 0 changes the angle of the cone. A
contiguous point cloud of taxels of radius ri = ⇡(zi2k + 0.5   k)/n is maintained if each is
placed at (xi,✓ = (zi2k+0.5  k) cos ✓, yi,✓ = (zi2k+0.5  k) sin ✓, zi), where ✓ 2 (1, .., n)2⇡n
gives the position of each taxel in the ring.
Cone-shaped animats of various angles set by k were then simulated as before. We found that
the sensory map coloured by the location of the preferred taxel along the length of the body had
showed a large difference as k increased. Figure 2.13 shows the ratio of units whose preferred
location on the body is on the front half, as a function of k. When k was zero (i.e., as for
the cylindrical animat used for the previous experiments), the ratio was around 50% meaning
that maps represented the body evenly. However, as k was increased from 0 to 0.07, the ratio
gradually increased before jumping up to 1 when k was 0.09, at which point we observed a
strong tendency for the animat to get stuck in a position where its slimmer tail was pointing
upwards. This serves as a clear demonstration that the morphology of the animat plays an
important role in shaping the functional organisation of the cortex; more collisions occurring
between the floor and the taxels at the front of the animat, lead to an exaggerated representation
of those locations in the sensory map, in line with what we expect from Hebbian learning.
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k = 0.05 k = 0.06 k = 0.07 k = 0.08 k = 0.09
Figure 2.12. Manipulating the body shape. As k increases, one side of the cone getting bigger
and the other side smaller.
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Figure 2.13. Manipulating the body shape. The graph shows how the ratio of units that prefer
front side of the body over k value.
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2.3.4 Experiment 3
In experiments 1 and 2, continuous homunculus body maps emerged in the distribution of re-
ceptive fields across the afferent weights to the network. These smooth body maps were affected
by the nature of the physical interaction between the body and the world, due to manipulations
that we made to the body morphology of the animat. Experiment 3 was designed to explore a
different question; how does the spatial distribution of stimuli across the environment affect the
organisation of the body map? Specifically, experiment 3 was designed to test a) to what extent
is smoothness in the sensory world important for establishing smooth body maps?, and b) do
smoother body maps lead to increased behavioural performance? Based on our intuitions from
the study of self-organising maps, we expect that the answer to the first question will be that
smoother environments will lead to smoother body maps, and as we will show this is indeed
what we observe. The second question is perhaps more interesting; if it is possible to construct
a regime in which body map smoothness does not predict behavioural success, then this would
be an important first step towards defining an action map as distinct from a body map.
Experiment 3 was therefore defined as follows. Standard animats were trained (independently)
in different environments in which the spatial distribution of thermal reward was systematically
varied from noisy to smooth. The animats were then tested (with learning switched off) in the
smooth Gaussian environment used in experiments 1 and 2. We refer to environments in which
reward was noisily distributed (in which mappings were learnt) as the learning environments,
and we refer to the Gaussian environment in which the animats’ performances were tested as
the testing environment.
To construct learning environments, we defined a ‘heating tile’ which is virtually laid out over
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the environment floor. The tile is a 400 pixel x 400 pixel rectangle and each pixel is a square of
width 0.02 animat body lengths. Temperature on the pixel, Ti,j , is determined by the following
equation.
Ti,j =
f 2
PM
s=0
PN
t=0  (
q
(i  s)2 + (j   t)2, 1/f) T 0s,t
2⇡
,
where N and M are 400, T 0s,t is a uniformly distributed random number over [0, 1], and f is a
spatial-frequency of the environment, as defined by appliaction of a filtering function  :
 (l, u) =
8><>: 1 l < u0 else (2.15)
where u is a filter width. Essentially, changing the width of the filter that we apply to the noise
allows us to manipulate the degree of spatial continuity of heat reward in the environment.
In these learning arenas the animats were allowed to learn in the same way as for the previ-
ous experiments. After learning the weights were then stored, learning was turned off, and the
animat was placed in the smooth testing environment. For each animat eight simulations were
conducted in the testing phase. The animat began each of these simulations at exactly the same
position, with the heat centre at a fixed distance from the animat centre. However the heat
source was located in one of eight directions relative to the animat starting position. Averag-
ing performance across these eight testing simulations is important to control against potential
artefacts related to animats having arbitrarily learnt to orient in a specific direction irrespective
of the goal location. Our performance measure was the average distance of the centre of the
animat from the centre of the heat source across all timesteps (where all test trials were of equal
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duration). A baseline performance level was established by a separate set of simulations where
the Gaussian test environment was used also as the learning environment, followed by an identi-
cal testing procedure. All conditions were repeated using 10 different randomly seeded animats
(where the seed is applied both to the randomisation of the initial network weights and to the
noisy pattern of reward in the learning environment).
Figure 2.14 shows the main results of experiment 3. The baseline average distance that animats
maintained from the heat source was 1.3 ± 0.1 animat body lengths, averaged across simula-
tion timesteps, across eight directions of the target in the testing environment, and across ten
randomly seeded animats/learning environments. When trained in the lowest spatial frequency
learning environment (f = .00333; i.e., white noise filtered at a width of 300 floor units), the an-
imat was on average 2.8±0.5 body lengths away from the heat source. As the spatial frequency
was increased the average distance of the animat increased (as did the variance) to 5.8 ± 1.0
body lengths for f = 0.2 (a filter width of 5 floor elements). The average distance then fell
sharply to 1.5± 0.1 for f = 0.3, which is indistinguishable from baseline performance, before
rising steadily to 2.3± 0.2 as the noise filter width was reduced to just 1 floor unit.
It is interesting that smoother training environments resulted in the worst performance, whereas
intermediate levels of noise resulted in performance approaching baseline. To try to explain
this we constructed plots of the paths taken in the testing environment, by an example animat
from each of the training environments. Trajectory plots in the lower panels of Figure 2.14 are
colour coded by the orientation of the eight target locations, and all eight testing trajectories for
a given animat are shown overlaid. The black dot at the centre of each plot shows the animat
starting position (always the same, and with the same initial orientation), and the coloured dots
show the location of the heat centre.
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The first point to note is that in most cases the trajectories taken by a particular animat vary so as
to form a continuous colour wheel in the environment when the plots are overlaid. When a clear
colour wheel is apparent it means that the animat was indeed moving in a way that was system-
atically related to the location of the heat centre, rather than moving randomly irrespective of the
heat source. In the lowest spatial frequency training case (bottom left panel), the animat clearly
moves towards the target and stays close to it. For the next two spatial frequencies the trajecto-
ries appear more random. In the worst case (f = 0.2) the animat makes large loops around the
arena in a way that seems unrelated to the heat source location. An example from the best case
(f = 0.3) shows a clear thermotaxic behaviour. In the noisiest learning environment (f = 1) it
is interesting that the animat was clearly still able to learn an appropriate sensor-motor mapping
from its environment. The colour wheel produced by the overlay of its test trajectories shows a
clear relationship to the target location, despite the turning rate appearing to be comparatively
slow, and hence the average distance from the target location being large.
Hence it seems that sensor-motor maps sufficient to direct the animat to a target heat source in
an environment that has never seen before can be learnt even in environments that contain very
noisy distributions of reward. More continuous learning environments do not necessarily lead
to better learnt action outcomes.
It is interesting to examine the form of the cortical maps that were generated during the learning
process. Maps constructed from the (post-training) motor output weights of the network are
shown in the second row from the bottom in Figure 2.14, and are comparable across training
conditions. However, maps constructed from the sensory inputs showing the preferred body
part location of each neuron vary in a more interesting way. These plots are constructed as
before with hue showing the location on the body of the strongest weight around the radial
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axis of the animat body, and saturation showing the body location along the longer axis. By
visual inspection, the continuity of the self-organised maps decreased as the spatial frequency
of the noise was increased in the training environment. Sensory maps that emerge in low spatial
frequency environments are largely continuous (with respect to the body topology), resulting in
a smooth progression of colour and saturation across the map plots, particularly for the lowest
spatial frequency learning environment.
Hence, whilst our more continuous learning environments allowed the topology of the body
to be better reflected in the organisation of sensory weights in the animats’ cortical networks,
this does not necessarily mean that those sensory maps were better able to solve the problem
of thermotaxis. Continuous learning environments resulted in smooth body maps but poor
behaviour, compared to more discontinuous environments which led to disordered body maps
but good behaviour.
2.4 Discussion
In chapter 2 we have explored how an artificial body (the animat) can be used to generate tactile
inputs to a self-organising model of the development of somatosensory and motor maps in the
cortex. A key factor of this model is that the development of the cortical maps occurs in the
context of the animat achieving a goal, i.e., increasing the amount of heat that it obtains from its
environment. With the increase of heat serving as a reward function during the developmental
process, we were able to disentangle the factors that contribute to the emergence of sensory
maps that are smooth with respect to the body topology. A key finding was that maps of the
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Figure 2.14. Manipulating spatial frequency of noisy environment. We prepared seven
kinds of noisy environments with different spatial frequency ranged from 0.00333 to 1.0 for
investigating how environmental feature affects the development of the cortical map. As for
environment figures, the warmer the colour is red, the cooler it is white. The black rectangle for
each figure designates the size of animat. Sensory map is relatively smooth when the frequency
is 0.00333, and then it is getting disrupted as the frequency rises. The motor maps seem to not
smooth in either case. In the bottom raw, trajectories are coloured in 8 colours depending on
the position of the heat source.
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Figure 2.15. Result of manipulating spatial frequency of noisy environment. This shows
average distance between animat and the heat source when the spatial frequency of environment
changes. The baseline distance coloured in red means that the animat learnt the environment in
the context of Gaussian distributed heat reward.
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body (i.e., the spatial organisation of sensory receptive fields with respect to the layout of the
body), emerge to be smooth only when the distribution of reward in the environment is also
smooth. Crucially, the performance of the animat in obtaining reward, when tested in a smooth
environment that it had not encountered during map learning, was not critically dependent on
the smoothness of the emergent topological relationship between the sensory weights and the
body topology.
Although there were some effects of the smoothness of the distribution of reward in the envi-
ronment in experiment 3, over a wide range of body-map smoothness, the resulting behaviour
of the animat was good. The maps that the animat learnt in noisy environments were sufficient
to enable it to move towards heat sources when tested. Indeed, when reward was distributed at
low spatial frequency across the learning environment, body maps emerged to be largely con-
tinuous, but we found that these maps were not always as good at directing the animat to reward
as disorganised body maps that emerged in higher spatial frequency (i.e., noisy) learning envi-
ronments. Body map continuity was therefore not the main predictor of behavioural success.
Figure 2.16 which shows maximally active units taken from across the entire learning regime
suggests that the decision of the control of the animat is determined by interaction between all
neurons on the network and just not individual isolated neurons.
This is an important first step towards capturing the distinctions that theorists like Graziano
(2009) have made between body maps and action maps.
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Figure 2.16. Maximally active units during training. This shows the frequency of maximally
active units during the development of the map. Blue coloured units are rarely activated while
red are frequently activated.
Chapter 3
Extending the animat modelling
framework
Chapter summary
The aim of this chapter is to demonstrate the possibility of extending the animat mod-
elling framework to operate in more complicated sensory-motor environments. The specific
test-case we choose is an extension of the brain-body-world framework to include interac-
tions between multiple actors. Through this example we explain how other aspects of the
brain-body-world interaction can in principle be explored in future animat experiments.
This represents an important next step towards understanding the emergence of a complete
action-space map.
3.1 Introduction
In chapter 2 we saw that the animat model that we constructed was able to develop body
maps when trained by unsupervised learning in environments in which reward was distributed
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smoothly. However, we suggest that in the continuous environment smooth body maps emerge
only as an incidental by-product of the process of learning an action map when environmental
stimuli vary continuously. The three experiments conducted in chapter 2 help us to disentangle
body maps from action maps, but they do not capture the full idea of an action space map,
because the task for the animat was one-dimensional, i.e. increase thermal reward. Learning to
represent a full action space would mean developing a mapping that could allow optimization
of reward with respect to multiple action-outcomes.
Comparing the ability of the animat to map a multi-dimensional action space, like that in which
both reaching and grasping reside for primates, would require a trade-off in obtaining the re-
ward associated with competing action-outcome pairs. To clarify, consider the argument of
Graziano (2009) that homunculi reflect a statistical structure (the body topology) inherent in the
relationship between actions like reaching and grasping that result in similar outcomes (e.g.,
manipulation of an object) because such actions incidentally involve nearby body parts like
the arm and hand. We have shown how only one dimension of an action space, mapping the
distribution of bodily heat onto rewarding turning behaviour, can be learnt.
It is beyond the scope of our modelling effort to map a multi-dimensional action space using the
animat model. However it is within the scope of this project to show how the approach could in
principle be extended towards this end.
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3.2 Modelling assumptions
One of the main ideas explored in chapter 2 was that a complete theory of the emergence of
cortical maps, leading to an understanding of the importance (if any) of spatially continuous
neural representation, must respect the constraints on the brain (the neural control architecture
and information processing constraints), the body (its morphology, and sensor and actuator
properties), and the world (including the distribution of rewarding and aversive stimuli, and
physics).
In the words of David Marr, understanding the brain at the level of individual neurons is like
‘...trying to understand bird flight by studying only feathers: It just cannot be done’ (Marr,
1982, page 115). Our modelling approach is inspired by this approach; we are attempting
to build a framework in which the most important factors affecting cortical map organisation
can be studied together rather than in isolation. With this framework in place, we can later
systematically replace individual components of it with improved algorithms that capture more
relevant details. Figure 3.1 shows how our assumptions about the key ingredients of such a
framework fit together in (a multi-animat extension) of our animat model. In the following
sections we explore in more detail how our assumptions about the brain-body-world interaction
is captured by the software architecture of the animat model, and how these assumptions can be
better captured with improved sub-components.
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Figure 3.1. Modelling assumption. We modeled the natural world as the illustrated system.
This system has a world where multiple animals are living. We assume that there exist physical
laws in the world. These laws have affect on animal’s behaviour like gravity pulling down the
body. Animals are living in this world as they socialise with each other. Animal’s brain and
body influence each other; The brain develops based on the information from sensory organs
on the body, and the body behaves by commands from the brain.
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3.3 Modelling framework
We consider the animat model in terms of a broader modelling framework for modelling the
effect of brain, body, world interactions on the developing brain. Our simulations are realised
using C++ to take advantage of the flexibility object-oriented programming, and allowing us to
separate the rather large respository of code that we have developed into understandable units
or classes.
The world class/object describes structures like the environment terrain, gravitational and fric-
tional forces that are common to all agents, and for the case of multiple animats it is where we
resolve collisions between them.
This data is transferred between animat objects through inter-object communication, e.g., with
function calls. Animats also communicate with each other through inter-object communication,
which could in principle compare their body shapes to avoid intersection, or be used to exchange
information relating to social cues like gesturing. Each animat comprises both a brain and a
body, and the nerual networks of the brain are processed using a separate class/object; this
allows the brain and body to exchange information about the state of the body snesors and the
requested motor outputs efficiently.
For the simulations reported so far, the code was optimized to run serially on a single processing
core. However, these objects can in principle be run on different processors and exectured in
parallel to make multi-agent simulations run more efficiently. For example, each object could
be run on separate processes or threads; in that case, communication between them would be
replaced with inter-thread communication or inter-process communication, respectively.
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Parallel computing can use other CPU and/or computer resources, speeding up compute time.
However, in the case of parallel computing, synchronisation between processes/threads would
be required from the point of view of data protection.
As a demonstration of the multiple agent system providing the interaction between brain, body,
and world, we have begun work on an example using the animat model introduced in the pre-
vious chapter as shown in figure 3.2. 16 cylindrical-shaped animats are placed on the planar
environment in a grid-like fashion and are simulated in the usual way. The system of this
demonstration is similar to the animat model in the previous chapter but has the implementation
of the collision detection between animats. This takes advantage of the contiguous layout of
spherical taxels on the animat body because sphere-sphere interations are very easy to resolve
in three dimensions.
However this approach lead to an unanticipated problem; when shape-matching allows the point
clouds to be highly deformed (as occurs during multi-agent collisions), the taxels can spread
leaving gaps between adjacent taxels on one body that taxels of another body can squeeze
between, leading multiple agents to sometimes become irresolvably entangled. Resolving this
issue is of course possible by re-introducing a mesh to the point cloud to resolve collisions, and
this is interesting avenue for future work.
A future version of this model could enable us to explore how more complicated forms of
physical communication between agents (e.g., heat exchange) might lead to the emergence of
social interactions at the multi-agent level, and how these group-level interactions might in turn
affect the organisation of cortical maps.
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• To what extent does social behaviour have an effect on the development of the functional
organisation of the primary cortex?
• Howmuch of a difference is there between the development of the functional organisation
of individual brains?
• What kind of influence does the environment where multiple agents are living have on
their behaviour?
3.4 Modelling implementation
At the conceptual level we are building a framework for exploring brain, body, world interac-
tions. We have already populated this framework with candidate algorithms (shape-matching,
self-organising map, collision detection etc.) which allowed us to simulate the entire system to
some level of detail. It is worth considering how these candidate algorithms might be iteratively
substituted for sub-components that better capture the physical and biological constraints that
operate on the developing brain. This is a rather different approach to that normally taken in
computational neuroscience, which typically starts by tackling much more specfic problems of
information processing, and perhaps later builds up towards tackling the more complex tasks of
motor control faced by real biological brains; instead our approach encourages a kind of boot-
strapping where the full interaction is up and running in the model from the start, and we can
now develop sub-components of it in isolation (see Figure 3.5). We discuss here how aspects of
the physical modelling might be improved, i.e., considering alternatives to shape-matching.
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Figure 3.2. Multiple agents in the simulation environment. Left: 16 animats put on the
environment in gridlike fashion as an initial state. Right: Animats after several time units
from the initial state. As each animat having its own brain, it can evolve in the environment
individually.
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Figure 3.3. Modelling framework. We modeled a framework in order to reproduce the natural
world assumed in figure 3.1 by code. Signs and texts in this figure correspond to ones in the
previous figure. This framework is implemented in one of the object-oriented languages, c++.
Taking advantage of the object-oriented language, we made a class for each component. Ac-
cordingly, there are world object, animat object, brain object, and body object; they correspond
to world, animal, brain and body in the previous figure, respectively. Physical constraints and
social interaction are expressed as data tranfer between objects. Brain development and motor
control are also expressed in the same way.
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Shape-matching is limited because it cannot simulate physical quantities directly; rather it is a
stable and efficient alternative to the use of a full physics engine. In future models, if accurate
simulation of physical quantities because necessary such accuracy is required, a full physics en-
gine could be used instead of the shape-matching algorithm for computing physical constraints.
The Open Dynamics Engine might be a good candidate (Smith, 2001).
To capture aspects of social interaction between animats, we implemented a basic collision de-
tection algorithm, which detects the intersections between bodies of multiple animats and if
they collide with each other, moves them back into their positions from the previous time-step.
In our implementation, only dynamic friction is programmed; static friction cannot be simu-
lated. However, using other software like ODE by Smith (2001) to realise collision detection,
we could improve our simulation quality.
The body of animats are implemented as cylindrically arranged spherical taxels. Starting from
this simple cylindrical shape, it would be easy to understand the physical properties of the
simulation. Yet this shape is far from that of real animals. A 3D modelling tool could be used
to sculpt an animal’s figure and use it instead of the shape primitive that are easiest for us to
analyse. Laser scanning could be used to obtain realistic body morphologies, and the meshes
produced by such techniques can be easily incorporated into the shape-matching approach.
To control the movement of the animat we can use alternative central pattern generator models,
such as those proposed by Ijspeert (2008), which involve controlling self-organisation of move-
ment dynamics of the spine, using neural network models of the basal ganglia in amphibians,
instead of the simple sine-wave generators we use here to define a simple motor space.
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The shape-matching-algorithm yields realistic pseudo-physical animation at low computational
cost. However, the clustering of taxels is rather complicated; clusters have to be rather carefully
constructed and paired to the bones, which is easy for bodies made of simple shape primitives
like the cylindirical animat, but more difficult for more complex body morphologies. As an al-
ternative to this algorithm, skin deformation techniques such as linear blending skinning (LBS)
and dual quaternion skinning (DQS) offer good candidates (Kavan et al., 2008). These tech-
niques are often used in the gaming industry for the purpose of animation. Figure 3.4 shows our
design of an animat model using the process of vertex skinning. The editing software Blender
(Blender Online Community, 2013) was used to configure the skin and bones in 3D, and these
configurations were exported into the custom software we have been developing, and into which
we implemented LSB Figure 3.4.
The basic approach of the skinning technique is preparing 3D surface model and skeleton, and
associating vertices of the model with bones so that when a bone rotates at a joint, vertices fol-
low the bone movement depending on how much these vertices are associated with bones. This
approach allows an object to deform naturally; however, we found that unlike shape-matching
this algorithm is unable to express interactive animation such as one object squashing the other
object, as we were able to acheive with the shape-matching algorithm. One way to add this
feature would be combining the skinning technique and quadratic deformation of the shape-
matching algorithm. After the skinning method determines the basic shape of the object based
on the bone position, the shape-matching algorithm deforms the object using the basic shape as
an initial point cloud. In this case, the shape-matching algirithm has only one cluster, and hence
computational cost would remain low.
Keeping the computational cost low is important for facilitating the modelling process. In
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Figure 3.4. Designing process of skinning. Left: At first, design detailed surface model and
skeleton. In this case, a cylindrical model and three-bone skeleton are made Centre: Then,
associate each vertex of the model with one or more bones with weight, which means how
much bone movement influences the vertex movement. The colour of the vertices in the figure
means how much degree vertices are associated with the lower bone. Red coloured vertex is
more associated and blue coloured is less. Right: Lastly, move bones of the skeleton, resulting
in skin movement depending on how much degree vertices are associated to each bones. The
figure shows the cylindrical model are smoothly deformed at the bending positions.
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Figure 3.5. Modelling implementation. This figure shows how each components in the pre-
vious figure are implemented in this system. In our system, brain, body and world are imple-
mented as a hexagonal latticed network, cylindrical array of spherical taxels, and a flat plane in
3D space, respectively. Physical constraints between world and animal and social interaction
between animals are implemented as shape-matching algorithm and collision detection, respec-
tively. As for the implementation between brain and body, the link from the body to the brain is
implemented as Ritter’s self-organising map algorithm (Ritter et al., 1992), one in the opposite
direction is done as sine wave.
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our experience, considerable insights into the behaviour of a complex model like the one we
developed in chapter 3 can be gained by the ability to interact with the model, in something
that approximates real-time. Figure shows a demonstration that we were able to construct that
allows the user to interact with the model in real-time. In the top-right of the figure is an
interactive window that allows the user to move the center of the heat source and see the animat
respond by changing its trajectory in real-time. The demonstration runs on a standard laptop
computer, and we were able to present it in real-time at a conference on Living Machines along
other biomimetic robotics projects Urashima and Wilson (2014).
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Figure 3.6. Interactive simulation of the animat model. Left window shows an animat
simulation in realtime. Right top window is a control panel that shows the information of
the arena (the white rectangle is the heat source, green rectangle is the current position of the
animat, and black line is the recent trajectory of the animat) and allows users to change the
position of the heat centre by a mouse click. Right bottom windows show the current view of
the sensory and motor maps.
Chapter 4
General discussion
We have presented a novel approach to investigating the relative contribution of neural plasticity,
body morphology, and environmental context, in shaping neural maps by input-driven self-
organisation. This approach involved integrating two existing algorithms, shape-matching and
self-organising maps, to create an animat model with a rudimentary brain, body, and goal. The
shape-matching algorithm of Mu¨ller et al. (2005) was used to generate patterns of tactile input
to the animat sensorimotor cortex, which was modelled using a self-organising map algorithm
extended to include reward-based learning for motor control (Ritter et al., 1992).
In previous models from our group we have used self-organising networks to explain experi-
mentally measured map organisations, e.g., Stafford and Wilson (2007); Wilson et al. (2010),
and hence recreating experimentally determined cortical maps has often been our primary goal
as modellers. However, the current model was constructed specifically to explore whether our
goal as modellers mirrors any that we may ascribe to brain evolution, i.e., does spatial patterning
in the distribution of receptive fields across a neuronal sheet subserve a specific function? The
goal of our self-organising network was therefore defined not in terms of its ability to recreate a
particular spatial organisation, but in terms of its ability to modulate central pattern generators
that rotate the animat bones, in order to maximise reward obtained from the environment. In-
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tegrating shape-matching and self-organising maps thus allowed the loop between sensing and
action to be closed.
In designing a sensory environment wherein neural maps of the body might emerge, we were
inspired by the recent study of McGregor et al. (2011), in which the topology of various bodies
were recreated using tactile stimulation and an unsupervised algorithm similar in spirit to the
self-organising map. In this study, feed-forward networks were driven by passive stimulation of
rigid bodies, either by propelling them across an uneven floor (under gravity), or by bombarding
them with small moving objects. Either strategy gave rise, in the patterns of correlation between
nearby taxels, to information about various body topologies sufficient to yield faithful body
reconstructions. Our animat model may be considered an extension to this approach, with tactile
stimulation evoked by actively controlled movements of the body, and it confirms the intuition
of McGregor et al. (2011) that self-organising maps may likewise be useful for unsupervised
learning of body schemata.
Like McGregor et al. (2011), our model could have been embodied in a full physics engine, and
several good platforms for doing so exist, e.g., Cofer et al. (2010). Instead we implemented
shape-matching for its efficiency in generating realistic-looking movements and deformations
of a three-dimensional body, governed by a small parameter set. Animators may be interested
in our method of coupling one shape-matching body (the animat bones) with another in which
it is enclosed (the animat skin) to enable self-generated motion relative to the environment;
custom-written c++/python/openGL libraries are available on request. However we consider
these implementational details as a means to an end. Simulated physics here serves simply
to embody our neural network in an external environment, and to embed it in a control task
resembling that faced by biological brains. It has been argued that brains were evolved primarily
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to optimise the relative rotations of body parts in order to obtain reward (and avoid harm), e.g.,
Tweed (2003); Wolpert and Ghahramani (2000), and in these terms learning to rotate an animat
spine to gain heat represents an appropriate simplification and abstraction of the challenges
faced by biological neural networks.
The task of guiding a deformable body up a temperature gradient is not a particularly diffi-
cult motor control problem. Indeed we were able to solve it using a simple Braitenberg-style
sensor-motor mapping (Braitenberg, 1984). But crucially the task allows us to disentangle two
causes of correlation in the typical activities of adjacent sensors: Spatial continuity of stim-
uli in the world external to the body, and spatial contiguity in the sampling of those stimuli
at the body surface. In other words, things that are next to each other tend to elicit similar
responses in nearby sensors. Self-organising maps exploit this correlational structure. The dis-
tinction between continuous stimuli and contiguous sampling may seem trivial to those who
have trained self-organising nets as models of primary visual cortex development, for example,
by presenting spatially localized patterns of photoreceptor intensity to networks before deriving
retinotopic mappings from them. In such an exercise, replacing the spatially localized blobs
of activation with random patterns of retinal activation will of course fail to generate retino-
topic maps, irrespective of whether we imagine the noise to have originated from an untuned
television set or from a scrambled afferent projection from the retina and/or thalamus. The im-
portance of distinguishing between stimulus continuity and sampling contiguity is highlighted
by our final experiment (Figure 2.14), showing how disrupted stimulus continuity (i.e., a noisy
distribution of heat/reward on the ground) yields discontinuous body maps in the network affer-
ent weights. The results of this experiment reveal that poorly organised body maps emerging in
discontinuous environments can be functionally equivalent to somatotopic homunculi emerg-
ing in continuous environments. Either is sufficient to control the body, hence somatotopic
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organisation in the afferent weights seems to be functionally irrelevant.
Previous work from our group has shown that the principles of self-organisation can explain
discontinuities in the mapping of the body surface to the brain. We tested the hypothesis of
Farah (1998) that a tendency for the hands and face to touch in the womb, despite being distal
on the body, can lead to discontinuous homunculi in which the two are co-local, as in the primate
primary somatosensory cortex (Stafford and Wilson, 2007). However, this study also showed
that self-organisation alone cannot explain the consistent medial-lateral ordering of the body
representation between the maps of conspecifics, without evoking some additional (presumably
genetic) constraints. In a later critique of self-organisation as a theory of somatosensory map
organisation, Parpia (2011) highlighted the divergence of projections from subcortical hands
and face areas. Whether maps self-organise by activity-dependent Hebbian processes, or are
governed by cell migration along genetically pre-specified chemical gradients, or reflect some
combination of the two, our argument is unperturbed. Homuncular organisation in the cortex,
by whatever mechanism it arises, has not yet been demonstrated to be functionally relevant for
neural computation. We believe that homunculi are useful, perhaps allowing distance-dependent
intracortical signal delays to subserve computation of spatial-temporal derivatives of sensory
inputs localised to continuous cortical maps (Wilson et al., 2011; Wilson, 2011). However, we
are not yet in a position to reject the alternative hypothesis, as expressed succinctly by Deacon
(2012): “Although a map is similar in structure to what it represents, it is not intrinsically
meaningful”.
In the context of our modelling results it is interesting to reconsider what it means to measure a
continuous homunculus map in the somatosensory or motor cortices of an animal. In our model,
homunculi emerge as just one component of a network organised to convert patterns of sensory
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input to appropriate motor commands. While it is possible from outside the system for us to ob-
serve body-related organisation, this need not have any direct relevance to neural computation.
For the animat, the purpose of its afferent weights is not to maintain a body schema but simply
to help increase thermal reward. Graziano (2009) and colleagues contend that what we might
be tempted to interpret as maps for the somatotopic layout of mechanoreceptors and muscle
fibers, in the organisation of responses in primary somatosensory and motor homunculus maps,
in fact reflect the topological/correlational structure of another, albeit related, space in which
motor actions involving similar muscle groups are correlated. In this ‘action space’ neuronal ac-
tivities are thought to be functionally organised, via self-organising mechanisms (Aflalo, 2006;
Graziano and Aflalo, 2007), by their capacity to elicit similar action outcomes, such as reach-
ing, grasping, and defensive movements of the arms. Although the action spaces relevant for
our animats were limited to single actions, i.e., “turn towards heat” or “get warmer”, and there-
fore no real action space map can be derived, the implications of our modelling results echo the
warning of Graziano (2009), that somatotopic organisation may place only partial constraints on
the underlying correlational structure exploited by the local application of competitive Hebbian
learning.
In similar terms, a recent review paper argued that neuroscience is currently lacking a good
(evolutionary or computational) theory of what continuity in cortical maps might be for (Wil-
son and Bednar, 2014). Briefly, the argument is that map continuity may be an inevitable con-
sequence of efficient developmental algorithms that were selected primarily for their ability
to distribute stimulus representations to cover the entire space from which those stimuli are
drawn. Hence, whilst map continuity may have since been selected for, the original driver of
map-generating self-organising processes may have been map coverage rather than map con-
tinuity. This view shifts the focus from the map to the developmental algorithm by which the
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map emerges. Clearly input-driven self-organisation is a general-purpose mechanism for cre-
ating adaptive neural networks, as reflected by our success in applying the algorithm of Ritter
et al. (1992), with little modification, to a quite different control problem (Ritter et al., 1992,
originally solved a robot pole-balancing problem). It will be interesting in future to explore
how additional properties of biologically grounded self-organising models like LISSOM (Mi-
ikkulainen et al., 2005; Wilson et al., 2010) and GCAL (Stevens et al., 2013), e.g., Hebbian
modification of additional recurrent intracortical weights, might advantage networks extended
in a similar way for reward-based motor control.
The model that we present here represents our first steps in establishing a computational frame-
work through which to tease apart the evolutionary and developmental origins of neural maps.
A key aspect of this effort is to place neural map self-organisation in a developmental context in
which the resulting map organisation may be useful, and hence may later be selected for. The
developmental context, here thermoregulation, was chosen because it opens the door to testing
our thesis scientifically. Self-organised thermoregulatory control strategies could be evaluated
in the context of a wealth of existing experimental data on the role of thermoregulation in
governing the collective behaviour of juvenile rodents, as they huddle together to keep warm
throughout the first two postnatal weeks. In a recent related paper we show how aggregation
patterns formed in groups of two-dimensional pups orienting towards heat sources (which in-
clude littermates) match those measured in behavioural experiments with juvenile mice (Glancy
et al., 2014; Canals and Bozinovic, 2011; Alberts, 2007). Our next steps will therefore be to
attempt to recreate the emergent group-level behaviours predicted by our two-dimensional hud-
dling model, in litters of three-dimensional animats, with maps organised by each optimising
a local reward function that we have shown can lead to self-organised group-level huddling
behaviour. In such a model we hope to explore the potential for self-organisation to attribute
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correlational structure in sensory input patterns to the motion of others versus the motion of the
self.
4.1 Conclusion: Towards a model of the emergence of action
space maps in the motor cortex
We proposed a computational system for modelling the interaction between brain, body, and
world in the context of reward in order to produce action space maps on a cortical sheet. By
using this system, we have obtained sensory and motor homunculus maps on the cortical sheet.
These maps have a continuous topological relationship to the body, as we expected, and they
allow the animat to move towards rewarding places efficiently, as we hoped. This shows that
a cortical map can be useful. Furthermore, experimentally manipulating components of the
brain, body, and world, suggested that the homunculus pattern on the cortical maps has no
functional significance, because animats were controllable even when their body maps were not
continuous.
In addition, we explored how the model could be extended in future research, within a general
animat modelling framework, by exploring how specific algorithms comprising the model could
be replaced with more sophisticated ones.
Although we have extended Kohonen’s self-organising map model (in line with Ritter’s earlier
work) to start to investigate the learning of actions, there is some exciting and interesting fur-
ther modelling work to be done towards mapping a full multi-dimensional action space. Our
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extensible modelling framework provides the first steps towards this end.
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